
Clearly explain how each answer has been produced and give good mo-
tivations for all calculations.

Those students who have been working together must state who they
have been working with and what is to be regarded as joint work. Cite all
references that you use according to the standards of a scientific paper. No
part of your answers may be copied neither from books or papers nor from
anything available on the internet.

1. The following dataset has two numerical predictors and a boolean re-
sponse r in the last column.

x y r
114.812483 0.000069 false
4.265630 8.049202 true
1.828220 6.263633 true

164.471680 7.407720 false
16.210284 2.160406 false
20.034537 8.683272 false
1.863764 29.354832 true
7.649779 4.763820 false
65.686100 17.283249 false
6.903166 0.878080 false
6.269535 3.430645 false

257.761855 13.083311 false
17.284865 9.487066 false
16.846739 15.496820 false
1.220151 0.064065 true
1.863764 18.332560 true

Preprocess this dataset in the simplest possible way so that the re-
sponse can be perfectly predicted using just one single test of the form
z < c, where c is a constant and z is a new feature generated by your
preprocessing.

2. A bank has decided to use machine learning to determine if a person
should be granted a loan. Assume that the database of the bank con-
tains the following data, where the last column shows the credit history
of a potential client.
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Age Married Unemployed Credit
39 yes yes bad
25 no yes bad
35 yes no good
19 yes yes bad
25 yes no good
20 no no bad
34 no no good
26 no no good
22 no no bad
18 yes no good

Use gini impurity heuristics as in Random Forest to construct just one
binary decision tree that perfectly classifies the credit in this data set.
Clearly explain all calculations.

3. (a) Assume that the maximum height of a tree is two, that is a tree
may only consist of the root and its two children. Use Random
Forest with mtry = 1 to construct a forest of 3 trees for the credit
dataset above. You are not supposed to use any ready made
implementation of Random Forest.

(b) How is the credit worthiness of the following new customers clas-
sified by your forest? Clearly explain why you obtain a given
classification.
Age Married Unemployed Credit
28 yes yes ?
23 yes no ?
27 no no ?

4. The following data set describes whether a given coordinate is on your
own property or not.

(x, y) Class
(10.5,5) unowned
(7.5,6) unowned
(2,5) owned
(3,4) unowned

(3.5,8) owned
(6.5,6.5) owned
(1.5,6) owned
(6.5,8) owned
(8,4) unowned

(10.5,9) owned

(a) Construct a neural net with only one tanh node that perfectly
differentiates between owned and unowned land. Describe how
you find the weights in the neural net.
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(b) When looking at a new map, it was found that also the points
(5, 9) and (5, 10) are unowned. Construct a new neural net that
gives perfect classification for both the data above and these new
points.

5. Assume that the bank in the example above no longer wishes to use
age discrimination and that the dataset then becomes as follows.
Married Unemployed Credit

no no good
yes yes bad
yes yes bad
yes no good
yes no good
no no good
no no bad
no yes bad
yes no good
no no bad

Show how naive Bayes method would classify the credit for each of the
following three new potential clients. Remember to clearly explain all
of your calculations.
Married Unemployed Credit

yes yes ?
yes no ?
no no ?
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